







   




Abstract 
It is assumed that the distribution of wealth  according inheritance in
KPK takes place in Islamic way(as per sharia rule) for this purpose we
studied and conducted surveys in different cities of KPK like, 
PESHAWAR, NUSHEHRA,MARDAN, SAWABI,KUHAT, SAWAT,
MALAKUND , FATA ,PATA,HAZARA DEVISION, In this study 
conducted through questionnaire and interviews. It has been observed
that how much the people of KPK know the basic knowledge of
Inheritance as per  sharia rules, that how much they know their basic
rights of Inheritance and it has been violated throughout the province
regard less the city and cast, literate or illiterate, religious or  non 
religious. Most of people of KPK believes in the Jirga system while other 
believe in FATWA and Judiciary.This study strongly recommends that
there should be government organization for wealth distribution
specially in the case of women. Even  Religious families  and
personalities (most of them) are not following the teachings of Quran &

               Hadith as per its real spirit.        
Keywords: Inheritance, Jirga System,wealth distribution                                                                                                    
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http://www.globalpropertyguide.com/Asia/Pakistan/Inhertiance                       

Inheritance process in Pakistan depends on religious affiniteis.All persons of 

sound mind,regardless of their nationality or residential status,are entitled by

law or inherit immovable and/or movable property in Pakistan,but the

inheritance provisions depend on whether the deceased was a Christian,a

Hindu,or a Muslim.With in the Muslim category, the definitions of heirs, and

their shares,are decided according to their sects and sub-sects,e.g. Cutchi

Memon,Khoja,Sunni or Shia.                                                                             

Eatizaz Ahmed,Anbreen Bibi and Tahir Mahmood,Attitudes Towards 

Woman's Rights to Inheritance in District Lakki Marwat, Pakistan, 51:3

(Autumn 2012)pp.197-217(pdf file)p.214                                                           

http://pu.edu.pk/images/journal/csas/PDF/6%20naghma%20Parveen v31 

no1 jan-jun2016.pdf                                                                                           

http:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Provinically Administered Tribal Areas                    

 

 

http//en,wikipedia.org/wiki/bhoja_Air_Flight_213#Sequence_of_event            
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http://tazkia.org/ur/figh/?miras 
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Aurat Foundation Peshawar,Legislative Watch,Aurat Publication and 

inforamation Service Foundation,December 2011,issue no.38,p5.                     

 

 
  

 


    

  

Persnal Law according to act 1935  1540SCMR  
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